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Introduction

Cervical cancer may be due to infection of human 
papiloma virus (Pandey et al., 2012, Tezcan et al., 2014). 
In 90 % of cervical cancer cases, human papilloma 
virus is positive (Kumar et al., 2007; Ghojazadeh et al., 
2012). In past two decades, infection from HPV has 
increased (Jemal A, 2005, Chen et al., 2012). Using Pap 
smear cancer screening can identify precancerous and 
potentially precancerous changes in cervical tissues and 
cells (Ozkahraman and Yildirim, 2012). Natphopsuk et 
al. reported 3.8% HPV infection in areas where cervical 
cancer cases are low and 8% HPV infection in areas with 
high incidence of cervical cancers. It is most prevalent 
disease after breast cancer. Despite the availability of 
HPV vaccine, high prevalence of cervical cancer is 
seen. HPV infections are mostly observed in women 
below 25 years of age. In Iran, cervical cancers cases are 
7.8% of total cancers in women. It is 3rd main cancer 
of genitourinary cancers (Arab et al., 2014). The most 
common symptom of cervical cancer is abnormal vaginal 
bleeding (Kaku, et al., 2008, Berraho, et al., 2012). HPV 
infection is a necessary cause (99.7%) of cervical cancer; 
worldwide, approximately 70% of all cervical cancer 
cases are attributed to types 16 and 18; the next two most 
prevalent oncogenic types are 45 and 31, which together 
account for an additional 10% of all cervical cancer cases 
(Tewari et al., 2012). Pap smear is used for screening 
of 80% of women with cervical cancer (Richart, 1998). 
Many Primary and secondary preventive and treatable 
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 Cervical cancer is the second most common cause of cancer-related death among women worldwide, with 
over 500,000 new cases diagnosed annually and 50% mortality rate in Asia. In the United States, approximately 
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making it the sixth most common cause of malignancy among American women. This study aims to provide 
awareness about cervical cancer as well as an updated knowledge about the prevalence and incidence of cervical 
cancer in Asia 
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approaches have been developed to prevent and treat 
the cervical cancer (Raychaudhuri and Mandal, 2012, 
Tewari et al., 2012; Al-Naggar, et al., 2012; Farhath et 
al., 2013). Giles and Garland reported that Government 
is not playing role regarding awareness of cervical cancer 
that is why majority of females are unaware from this 
deadly disorder (Giles and Garland, 2006). New cases 
of cervical cancers are 528000 in developing countries. 
Many studies show that general populations as well as 
health professionals have lack of awareness regarding 
HPV infection, screening and availability of vaccine 
(Ortashi, et al., 2013). Some studies show that cervical 
cancer is diagnoses in illiterate women in late stage (Kaku, 
et al., 2008). This study aims to provide awareness about 
cervical cancer as well as an updated knowledge about 
the prevalence and incidence of cervical cancer in Asia 

Worldwide prevalence

Epidemiological surveillance studies performed 
in the United States during the past two decades have 
documented decreased incidence rates for invasive 
cervical cancer. In 2011, there were 12,710 new cases 
of invasive cervical cancer and 4290 deaths from this 
disease in the United States (Siegel et al., 2011), 500,000 
cases occur globally every year (Tas et al., 2010), with 
mortality rate of 270,000 globally that is one death per 
minute (Schoueri-Mychasiw et al., 2013). It is particularly 
distressing that more than one-third of women diagnosed 
with cervical cancer die. Ethnic and racial disparities, 
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however, still exist. In a surveillance, epidemiology, 
and end results analysis of 13 US cancer registries 
containing cases from 1992 to 2003 (McDougall et al., 
2003), Hispanic whites had the highest incidence rate of 
cervical cancer overall (24 per 100,000), squamous cell 
carcinoma (18 per 100,000), and adenocarcinoma (5 per 
10,000). Non-Hispanic whites had the lowest rates of 
cervical cancer overall (11 per 100,000) and squamous 
cell carcinoma (7 per 100,000), while African-Americans 
had the lowest rate of adenocarcinoma (2 per 100,000). 
In Thailand, HPV infection is most prevalent in vulvar 
and cervical lesions (Natphopsuk et al., 2013). In a 
recent study using data obtained from the cancer in North 
America (CINA) deluxe 1995-2004 database created 
by the North American Association of Central Cancer 
Registries (NAACCR), African- American and Hispanic 
US populations continue to have the highest rates of 
invasive cervical cancer compared to non- Hispanic whites 
(Horner et al., 2011). Variations in screening utilization 
and socioeconomic status are thought to account for the 
majority of the racial/ethnic disparities. Number of death 
due to cervical cancer is 250, 000. In kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia, cervical cancers are 33.5% of genital cancers 
(Mahoka and Raheem, 2008). WHO reported that new 
cases of cervical cancer are 152 and 55 women die due to 
cervical cancer per year in Saudi Arabia. Most common 
age of women affected with cervical cancer is between 
15 and 44 years in Saudi Arabia. Number of new cases 
of cervical cancers is 529800 and 85% cases are found in 
developing countries (Jemal et al., 2011). Prevalence of 
cervical cancer is 32.4 per 100000 populations annually 
(Ferlay et al., 2010). In Nepal, death of female is 21% of all 
female cancers (Pradhananga et al., 2009). It is estimated 
that 31% of cancer occur in uterine cervix or breast in 
women Worldwide (Zechariah et al., 2014). Studies 
regarding cervical cancers have been conducted in 187 
countries that indicate cervical cancer as important cause 
of death among women aged 15 and above. Incidence of 
cervical cancer was 378,000 cases in 1980 and incidence 
of cervical cancer was 465,000 in 2010 (Foreman et al., 
2011). It is estimated the increase in incidence of cervical 
cancer is 40% in young women in recent decades (Foley 
et al., 2011). Arbyn et al reported that 503 patients with 
cervical cancer were registered in 2008 and 85% of 
patients were from developing countries. Arbyn stated 
that there is significant difference in prevalence of cervical 
cancer in developed and developing counties (Arbyn et al., 
2011). Similar difference in occurrence of cervical cancer 
in developing and developed countries was reported in 
Asia in 1970. Incidence of cervical cancer is high in 
Korea, Japan and India (Beiki et al., 2012). Incidence of 
cervical cancer in Turkey is 4.4%. (Karadag et al., 2014). 
Cases of cervical cancer in Australia in 1982 were 530 that 
are two times more than cases in 2009. Number of new 
cases registered are 37 daily. Tas et al reported 500, 000 
cases of cervical cancer as global burden each year (Tas 
et al., 2010), and number of death due to cervical cancer 
was 270,000 globally that indicate one death occurs in 
two minutes due to cervical cancer worldwide (Schoueri-
Mychasiw et al., 2013). Cervical cancer is more in young 
girls in current years as compared to previous years 

(Demirtas and Acikgoz, 2013). In one study conducted 
on 1,741 women in Lampang and Songkhla, cities in 
northern Thailand and southern Thailand respectively. 
Prevalence of HPV was 8.0 and 3.6% in Lampang and 
Songkhla respectively and overall prevalence was 6.3% 
(Sukvirach et al., 2003). 

Prevalence in Asia

Cervical cancer is third most common disease in 
Asia and fourth most common cause of death in female. 
Cervical cancer has higher incidence than any other 
cancer and greatest threats to women’s health (Wang et 
al., 2013). various studies have been conducted regarding 
cervical cancer in countries such as India, Thailand and 
Indonesia, Japan, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Iran, Oman, 
Korea, Mongolia, Pakistan, Vietnam, Malaysia and 
Philippine (Wang, 2001; Qasem, 2001; Al Hamdan et al., 
2001; Deerasamee et al., 2001; Gajalakshmi et al., 2001; 
Rosemawati and Sallehudin, 2001; Esteban et al., 2001; 
Ahn, 2001; Sarjadi and Trihartini, 2001). Cervical cancer 
was ranked number one in India among all countries. 
Cervical cancer is major problem in Asia. Incidence of 
cervical cancer is decreasing due to infrastructure and 
facilities for early diagnosis in advanced counties but 
it is still major problem in India. In Asian populations, 
human papilloma virus is prevalent in sex workers (Ghim 
et al., 2002; Anh et 164. al., 2003; Shin et al., 2003). 
New cases of cervical cases were 90, 708 in India in 2007 
and 5 year survival rate was 48% (Nandakumar et al., 
2009). New cases of cervical cancer in India are 126000 
annually (Sankaranarayan et al., 2003). In India, 75% of 
cases of cervical cancers are in advance stage. Prevalence 
of human papilloma virus is less in Muslim women that 
may be due to religious practices and socio-economical 
cultures in Muslim societies. This reduction is attributed 
to male circumcision; studies show that male circumcision 
in Muslim societies reduces risk of HPV infection (Kjaer 
et al., 1991). More than 80% of cervical cancers are found 
in India and China (Rai et al., 2014; Li et al., 2013). 
An estimated 79% of these cases occur in developing 
countries. In 2010, 266000 deaths and 528000 new 
cases of cervical cancer were reported. In less developed 
countries, 85% of cervical cancer cases are reported that 
are 12% of total cases of cancer in women. About 6000 
cervical cancer cases are diagnosed in China and 30000 
deaths occur annually. In Asian countries, morbidity and 
mortality due to cervical cancer has been increased (Zhou 
et al., 2012; Antic et al., 2014; Filipi et al., 2014; Karadag 
et al., 2014; Tungsrithong et al., 2014). More than 80% 
of the women diagnosed with cervical cancer live in the 
developing countries, such as China and India. Prevalence 
of HPV infection was 44.4% in female between ages of 
17 to 19 years in China. Prevalence of HPV infection was 
13.5% in Shenzen city, China and prevalence was 30.2% 
in Shanghai city (Wang et al., 2013). In India, number of 
patients with cervical cancers is 122844 and 67477 die 
from cervical cancer (Ferlay et al., 2010). In developing 
countries, cervical cancer causes 80% deaths as observed 
in Pakistan (Moosa et al., 2014). When cancer becomes 
invasive then vaginal bleeding occurs. In low resource 
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setting, third common cause of women death is cervical 
cancer (Zhao et al., 2012). Prevalence of cervical cancer is 
19.5 per 100,000 in 2008 that was less than 9 per 100, 000 
in 2002 that indicates increasing prevalence of cervical 
cancer in Pakistan.

Conclusion

The incidence and prevalence of cervical cancer is 
high in Asia due to lack of awareness regarding HPV 
infection, screening and availability of vaccine. To prevent 
this cancer health professionals are the best and reliable 
medium that can help to increase awareness of the public. 
To decrease morbidity and mortality due to cervical cancer 
is needed to educate medical professionals regarding 
HPV infection and development of cervical cancer, early 
screening, early diagnosis and early treatment. 
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